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Executive Summary – Abstract  

 
The purpose of this Deliverable is to provide a detailed test plan for Use Case 2, elaborating and refining in 
more detail the initial planning developed in WP2. This use case aims at demonstrating a mission critical 
scenario through two typical public safety applications. The mission critical push-to-talk MCPTT and a 
messaging of a localisation application.  
This document describes, in detail, the building blocks of these 2 services and gives a comprehensive 
planning for integrating them in the defined 5G ESSENCE architecture. Moreover, we define a set of 
functional tests and KPIs in order to evaluate the relevance of the proposed scenarios and architecture from 
one hand and the coherence of the integration and testing process on the other hand. Finally, this 
document details the final demonstration of the mission critical use case planned in B-APCO conference to 
held in Newcastle UK in March 2019. 
 

 

5G-PPP Disclaimer:  
This Deliverable has been prepared by the 5G Initiative, via an inter 5G-PPP project collaboration. As such, the 
contents represent the consensus achieved between the contributors to the report and do not claim to be the 
opinion of any specific participant organisation in the 5G-PPP initiative or any individual member organisation. 
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Glossary 

Acronym Explanation 
3GPPP The Third Generation Partnership Project 

4G 4th Generation  of Mobile Communications 

5G 5th Generation of Mobile Communications 

5G-PPP 5th Generation-Public Private Partnership 

AP Access Point 

API Application Programming Interface 

AS Application Server 

BFT Blue Force Tracking 

BS Base Station 

BTS Base Transceiver Station 

C-RAN Cloud Radio Access Network 

CAP Consistency, Availability and Partition 

CESC Cloud Enabled Small Cell 

CM Configuration Management 

CMS Configuration Management System 

CMS Content Management System 

CP Control Plane 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

cRRM centralized RRM 

CSC Common Services Core 

cSON centralized SON 

D2D Device-to-Device 

DB Database 

DC Data Centre 

DNS Domain Name System  

DoW Description of Work 

dRRM distributed RRM 

dSON distributed SON 

E2E End-to-End 

E-UTRAN Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 

EC European Commission  

eMBB enhanced Mobile Broadband 

EMS Element Management System 

eNB Evolved Node B 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

EPS Evolved Packet System 

EU European Union 

FS Federation Services 

GA Grant Agreement  

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 

GMS Group Management System 

GPRS General Packet Radio System 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications 

GTP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol 

GW Gateway 

H2020 Horizon 2020 

HSS Health Service Support 
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NS Network Service 
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OAM Operations, Administration and Maintenance 
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OSM Open Source MANO 
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QoE Quality of Experience 
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1 Introduction  
 
5G ESSENCE is oriented towards the actual demonstration of its results to real life and the vertical industries 
introduced by 5G-PPP

1
. Hence, the project follows the approach of establishing three work-packages: WP5, 

WP6 and WP7, respectively corresponding to the 5G Edge Network Acceleration at a stadium, the 5G E2E 
Slicing for Mission Critical Applications (Use case 2: MCPTT and Messaging & localization service) and the 5G In-
Flight Entertainment and Communication (IFEC) use case associated to vertical industries. Each of these WPs 
includes the planning activities, the development of the specific network services, the final integration and the 
realization of the actual demonstration in the corresponding use case. 
 
In this deliverable we will focus on the Task 1 of WP6 which is the main context of the project deliverable D6.1. 
The main objective is that, for cost-effective public safety services, the current trend implicates that public 
safety (PS) users are served by existing regular commercial mobile networks. However, mission critical (MC) 
communications have strict requirements, which are not easily fulfilled by traditional infrastructure sharing 
models. The 5G ESSENCE Use Case 2 (UC 2) will demonstrate the sharing of common 5G ESSENCE infrastructure 
in case of emergency (for example in the case of firefighters) for first responders and civilians. The 5G ESSENCE 
Use Case 2 will be demonstrated to the B-APCO annual national event, which has achieved international 
recognition both as a unique multi-agency forum for public safety professionals and as a showcase for top-level 
systems and equipment. 
 
One of the main features we would like to highlight in this use case is the capability of a 5G-based architecture, 
in general, and our 5G ESSENCE solution, in particular, to cope with dynamic reconfiguration challenge. Indeed, 
the slice concept introduced in 5G and the highly virtualized and software based platforms enables adapting on-
the-fly the existing slices to the changing environment and even creating new slices for addressing new traffic 
requests. This feature is crucial in mission critical environments where disconnections and dynamic of new 
resources and their configuration is frequently required. For this reason, in this deliverable we give a 
comprehensive approach to demonstrating dynamic end-to-end (E2E) slices reconfiguration and service 
adaptation in a mission critical deployment. 
 

1.1 Motivation and Scope  
 
5G ESSENCE is an Innovative Project seeking to boot the paradigms of Edge Cloud computing and Small Cell as-
a-Service (SCaaS) by fuelling the drivers and removing the barriers in the Small Cell (SC) market, forecasted to 
grow at an impressive pace up to 2020 and beyond and to play a key role in the 5G ecosystem. 5G ESSENCE will 
provide a highly flexible and scalable platform, able to support new business models and revenue streams by 
creating a neutral host market and reducing operational costs, by providing new opportunities for ownership 
deployment, operation and amortisation. 
 
One of 5G ESSENCE major innovations is the provision of E2E network and cloud infrastructure slices over the 
same physical infrastructure, so that to fulfil vertical-specific requirements as well as mobile broadband 
services, in parallel. In the present work, we focus upon the following: 

 Full specification of critical architectural enhancements. 

 Definition of the baseline system architecture and interfaces for the provisioning of a cloud-integrated 
multi-tenant Small Cell network and a programmable radio resources management (RRM) controller. 

 Development of the centralised software-defined radio access network (SD-RAN) controller to 
program the radio resources usage in a unified way for all CESCs (Cloud-Enabled Small Cells) 
Development of orchestrator’s enhancements for the distributed service management.  

 

                                                           
1
  See, for example, the discussion within 5G Infrastructure Association (2016): EC H2020 5G Infrastructure PPP Phase 2 

Pre-structuring model version 2.0. Available at: http://docplayer.net/19446101-Ec-h2020-5g-infrastructure-ppp-phase-2-
pre-structuring-model.html 

http://docplayer.net/19446101-Ec-h2020-5g-infrastructure-ppp-phase-2-pre-structuring-model.html
http://docplayer.net/19446101-Ec-h2020-5g-infrastructure-ppp-phase-2-pre-structuring-model.html
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5G ESSENCE’s common orchestration of radio, network and cloud resources is expected to contribute 
significantly to the fulfilment of the requirements of the Public Safety sector. The project will “bring” new tools 
to share both radio and edge computing capabilities in localised / temporary network deployments between 
public safety and commercial users. The challenge consists of allocating radio, network and cloud resources to 
the critical actors (i.e. the first responders) who, by the nature of their work, require prioritised and high-quality 
services. End-to-end network slicing will be applied to achieve this goal. 
 
The objectives for this exercise are to demonstrate the following:  
 

 The priority access of first responders to the 5G ESSENCE prototype platform and, more generally, to a 
virtualised communication infrastructure. 
 

 The dimensioning and elastic resource allocation to first responders of radio, network and cloud 
resources through CESCM module in case of emergency. 
 

 The integration of first responders’ deployable communications systems (macro base-stations, multi-
RAT devices) to the 5G ESSENCE platform. 
 

 The hosting of MC applications (i.e. group communications and MCPTT) and virtualised EPC to Edge DC 
for extremely low latency.  

 

1.2 Structure of the Document  
 
This document follows a gradual step-by-step approach to demonstrate the public safety use case of the 5G 
ESSENCE project. It focuses mainly on two (-2-) main services required for first responders operations, namely 
the Mission Critical Push-To-Talk (MCPTT) and messaging and localisation services.  
 
More generally, the objective of the document is to highlight the capability of the 5G ESSENCE architecture to 
cope with the flexibility and dynamic configuration requirements of public safety operations. Towards reaching 
this goal, this deliverable is composed of seven (-7-) chapters structured as follows:  
 
After introducing the project and the WP6 objectives in the first chapter, we give -in Chapter 2- a brief reminder 
of the public safety use case, first proposed in the project Description of Work (DoW) and then refined in 5G 
ESSENCE D2.1 deliverable

2
.  

Chapter 3 constitutes the core of this document. It describes thoroughly the two public safety applications and 
details the way their main features will be demonstrated. Indeed, the MCPTT and messaging applications are 
implemented differently (one using the 4G/5G standard interfaces and one over the top) and have different 
deployment options and requirements.  
Chapter 4, 5 and 6 are more related to the integration and demonstration. Chapter 4 describes the integration 
and testing steps of the proposed 5G ESSENCE modules with the mission critical applications, whereas Chapter 
5 reports the validation scenarios proposed to prove the fulfilment and the defined public safety requirements. 
Finally, Chapter 6 gives an overview of the final demo of the project planned during a dedicated public safety 
event taking place in Newcastle, United Kingdom. Chapter 7 concludes the document. 

  

                                                           
2
  5G ESSENCE Deliverable D2.1: “System Use Cases and Requirements” (November 2017). 
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2 Public Safety Use-Case Background 
 
5G ESSENCE aims at significantly contributing to the achievement of the requirement of the Public Safety (PS) 
sector by providing a highly flexible and scalable platform, based on edge cloud computing and small cells. 
Therefore, instead of owning a dedicated infrastructure to provide PS services, which entails high costs of 
buying, installing and maintaining infrastructure elements, PS operators have already started moving their 
business to a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) paradigm.  
 
This will manage the allocation of resources to the critical actors who require prioritized and high-quality 
services. Therefore, 5G ESSENCE PS use case has special requirement reflected in the implementation of E2E 
slicing, elastic resource allocation, operability of the service in emergency situations and high service QoE. 
 
In 5G-ESSENCES we will focus on two mission critical services: first on the Mission Critical Push-To-Talk 
(MCPTT), and second on the mission critical messaging and localization service. We can sum up the process of 
those services as follow: 
 

1. The 5G ESSENCE platform owner provides the required network slices to different tenants. 
2. Allocation of data rates is made by the SD-RAN controller in accordance with the cloud resources 

already allocated in the Edge DC by the VIM. In case of emergency, the Cloud Edge Small Cell (CESC) 
will add new resources taking into consideration the request, close-to-zero delay and maintaining the 
connection even if the backhaul is damaged. Moreover, 5G ESSENCE SD-RAN controller will enforce the 
priority access of first-responders by extending  the slices to the radio part, thus creating the end-to-
end slices that isolate those responders from other parties’ communications. 

3. In case that ICT infrastructure is damaged, we will maintain the operability of the services by deploying 
the control plane in the edge. Therefore, when the backhaul connection is damaged, we will display a 
new CESC to mitigate the damage in the macro base stations (BSs).  

 
The following figure shows the different components involved in the service of MCPTT.  Eventually, an IP 
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) will be implemented as a centralized subsystem attached to the Evolved Packet 
Core (EPC) of each operator and it operates together with the centralized nodes when HSS request are 
processed (e.g., during communication establishment).  
 
Moreover, we propose to bring MCPTT server near to the user in a distributed and scalable way. 

 

 

Figure 1: Components involved in a MCPTT service for public safety deployment 
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As for the localisation and messaging service, the proposed solution, called as FeedSync
3
, is based on innovative 

publish subscribe modular solution that operates on top of the 5G ESSENCE leveraging the flexibility of 5G 
architecture.  
More interestingly, our virtualised approach enables on-the-fly deployment of new resources close to the users 
as envisaged by the 5G ESSENCE approach.  
 
What is more, instantiated resources can be “tailored” to the capacity of the hosting hardware in the sense that 
light versions of our application are favoured when it comes to instantiating services in small cells and light DC, 
as highlighted in Figure 2, below. 
 

 

Figure 2: Mapping the 5G ESSENCE architecture to a PS deployment for messaging a localisation 

  

                                                           
3
  For more related information also see, inter-alia: https://codex.easypropertylistings.com.au/article/28-how-to-install-

and-use-feedsync  

https://codex.easypropertylistings.com.au/article/28-how-to-install-and-use-feedsync
https://codex.easypropertylistings.com.au/article/28-how-to-install-and-use-feedsync
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2.1 Architecture 
 

In the planned 5G ESSENCE approach, the Small Cell concept is evolved as not only to provide multi-operator 
radio access, but also to achieve an increase in the capacity and the performance of current RAN 
infrastructures, and to extend the range of the provided services, while maintaining its agility.  
 
To achieve these ambitious goals, 5G ESSENCE leverages the paradigms of RAN scheduling and additionally 
provides an enhanced, edge-based, virtualized execution environment attached to the small cell, taking 
advantage and reinforcing the concepts of MEC and network slicing. 
 
The existing 5G architectures are assessed as a solid reference point for the 5G ESSENCE. It combines the 
current 3GPP framework for network management in RAN sharing scenarios

4
 and the ETSI NFV framework

5
 for 

managing virtualized network functions.  
 
The CESC offers virtualized computing, storage and radio resources and the CESC cluster is considered as a 
cloud from the upper layers. This cloud can also be “sliced” to enable multi-tenancy. The execution platform is 
used to support VNFs that implement the different features of the Small Cells as well as to support for the 
mobile edge applications of the end-users. 
 
Evolving the high-level architecture of 5G, the technical approach of 5G ESSENCE is presented in Figure 3, 
where the working architecture with emphasis on the functional elements and interfaces is illustrated. The 
examination that follows, describes the work split in the proof-of-concept design and implementation. 
 
As shown in Figure 3, the 5G ESSENCE architecture allows multiple network operators (tenants) to provide 
services to their users through a set of CESCs deployed, owned and managed by a third party (i.e., the CESC 
provider).  
 
In this way, operators can extend the capacity of their own 5G RAN in areas where the deployment of their own 
infrastructure could be expensive and/or inefficient, as it would be the case of e.g., highly dense areas where 
massive numbers of Small Cells would be needed to provide the expected services. 

  

                                                           
4
  See, for example, the context discussed in 3GPP TR 32.851 (2015-01: “Telecommunication management; Study on 

Operations, Administration and Maintenance (OAM) aspects of Network Sharing (Release 12)”. Available at: 
https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.aspx?specificationId=2252  

5
  For further details also see: http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/689-network-functions-

virtualisation  

https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.aspx?specificationId=2252
http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/689-network-functions-virtualisation
http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/689-network-functions-virtualisation
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Figure 3: 5G ESSENCE High Level Architecture 

 

The 5G ESSENCE will provide advanced network virtualization, distributed service management and the full 
potential of a network embedded cloud, by building upon network slicing and isolation, and then providing this 
capability to multiple operators (i.e., tenants). It is worth noting that the abovementioned two-tier architecture 
of 5G ESSENCE is well aligned with the current views on 5G architecture described by 5G-PPP, where the 
infrastructure programmability and the split of control and user planes are identified as two key logical 
architecture design paradigms for 5G. First, 5G ESSENCE achieves infrastructure programmability by leveraging 
the virtualized computation resources available at the Edge DC. These resources are used for hosting VNFs 
tailored according to the needs of each tenant, on a per-slice basis. Second, the Main DC allows centralising and 
softwarising control plane small cell functions to enable more efficient utilisation of radio resources 
coordinated among multiple CESCs. In addition to the abovementioned aspects, 5G ESSENCE contributes to 
other 5G architectural concepts such as, for example, the realisation of the network slicing concept, which is a 
fundamental requirement of 5G ESSENCE for enabling that multiple tenants and vertical industries share the 
same CESC infrastructure. 
 
Latest 3GPP releases

6
 address the key requirements expressed from the Public Safety (PS) domain for next 

generation broadband public safety networks. Further improvements to the 3GPP standards to cope with 
mission critical communications requirements are being considered as a “central topic” in the 3GPP 
requirements study for 5G [3GPP]. Regarding PS service delivery models, there is a clear trend towards different 
forms of network sharing models as opposed to building out dedicated PS networks [FE15]. For example, the 
Emergency Services Network in the UK is going to use the RAN infrastructure of a commercial provider 
[NAO15]; Blue Light Mobile service by PS operator Astrid in Belgium offers access through roaming agreements 
with commercial operators [BLM]; FirstNet in the US, while it counts with spectrum dedicated to PS, is expected 

                                                           
6
  For more details also see: http://www.3gpp.org/news-events/3gpp-news/1455-Public-Safety  
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to enable secondary use by commercial applications [Moo16]. In this context, multi-tenancy becomes a 
cornerstone challenge. 
 
5G ESSENCE common orchestration of radio, network and cloud resources is expected to significantly 
contribute to the fulfilment of the requirements of the PS sector, bringing new tools to share both radio and 
edge computing capabilities in localised/temporary network deployments between PS  and commercial users. 
The challenge consists on allocating radio, network and cloud resources to the critical actors (e.g., the first 
responders), who by nature require prioritised and high quality services.  
For an allocation like this to be efficient and thus to enable E2E network slicing, the 5G ESSENCE solution will be 
applied. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the particularization of the general 5G ESSENCE architecture, including the relevant 
components to support the Public Safety use case.  
The use case supports two different PS services, as they will be described later on in Section 3, each one 
associated to a different network slice.  
The first one is the MCPTT service corresponding to slice 1 in the figure. The second is the chat messaging and 
localisation service corresponding to slice 2.  
Other slices including, for example, commercial services are also naturally considered, but are not depicted in 
the figure for simplicity purposes.  
 
Both PS services rely on different VNFs running at the Edge DC and on the radio transmission capabilities 
provided by the small cell at the CESCs. The MCPTT service includes an MCPTT server at the network side, an 
IMS, a DNS and an HSS.  
 
These functionalities can run as VNFs in the Main DC as they are common to all the CESCs in a service area. In 
turn, the MCPTT client will be hosted at each UE.  
Based on this, the creation of network slice 1 involves the instantiation of the abovementioned VNFs, done 
through the NFV MANO entities (NFVO/VNFM/VIM), and the instantiation of a RAN slice that provides a certain 
capacity for supporting the MCPTT transmissions at the radio interface, configured through the RAN slicing 
management function (e.g. through a number of descriptors that specify the operation of the RRM algorithms 
such as radio admission control or the packet scheduling behaviour). 
  
As for the network slice 2 associated to the messaging service, it involves three types of functions, namely the 
FS Client of the central station, the FS client at the UEs and the FS server. A possible mapping of these functions 
on the 5G ESSENCE architecture is shown in Figure 4.  
 
A FS server is assumed to be associated to each CESC deployed during the emergency situation to provide the 
communication with the UEs connected to that CESC and with the central station. In that respect, it can be 
assumed to run as a VNF at the Light DC. In turn, the FS client of the central station can run at the Main DC or 
even at the PS operator premises outside the CESC infrastructure.  
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Figure 4: Particularisation of 5G ESSENCE architecture for the Public Safety use case  
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3 Demonstrating End-to-End Slicing Features  
 
This section assumes that two baseline applications will be available for final demonstration, namely messaging 
and localisation service deployed as over-the-top (OTP) application (i.e., not directly integrated directly with 
signalling of underlying 4G/5G technology, however leveraging the virtualisation capability of 5G ESSENCE 
architecture) and the MCPTT which will be integrated with relevant elements of the target 5G ESSENCE 
architecture and computational resources.  
The main assumptions here is that both applications will be assigned an end-to-end dedicated slice; this way 
from infrastructural perspective the control and data traffic isolation between both applications will be fostered 
to an achievable level. The reduction of latency is one of the key pillars of 5G and the use of network slicing, 
along with VNFs, are critical in this approach.  
 
In 5G ESSENCE’s two-tier architecture, this kind of structure is “perfectly matched” with the use of CESCs on the 
Edge of the network, having enough processing power and network capacity to run services distributed 
between multiple locations (small cells deployed on fire engines or police trucks in this case), in a way that it is 
possible to deploy and use both messaging and localization and Mission-Critical Push-to-talk (MCPTT) 
applications “much closer” to the end-user and, as a result, to achieve lower latencies.  
This is possible since the petitions and responses sent by using the specified tenant slice to the server are not 
necessarily managed by the Main DC that is further from the end-user and, at the same time, reducing Main DC 
traffic or eliminating it completely as an added value. The concrete features of the slicing will be defined in the 
course of research of the WP3 (e.g. in the context of the Deliverable D3.1, in task T3.3), however the minimum 
capabilities of the use-case should enable:  
 

 Deploying slice-oriented management and operation features of 5G ESSENCE with selected open-
source LTE SDR (e.g. OAI

7
, SRS

8
) and Orchestrators; 

 

 configuring per slice QoS guarantees (e.g. through defining amount of PRBs per slice) but also inter-
slice priorities in accordance with the objectives of the Use Case 2 (UC 2) focusing on mission critical 
for public safety deployment;  
 

 demonstration of selected radio resource management techniques from WP3 for radio resource 
allocation  which is configurable per slice (e.g. radio scheduler, admission control); 
 

 provisioning an E2E slice and service which spans across EPC, RAN and eventually also the end-
terminals (UE); 
 

 defining an interaction between the slice operation and the D2D “infrastructure less” modes, and;  
 

 extending on-the-fly a slice with new resources (e.g. LightDC with small cell) as well extending a slice 
with new heterogeneous resources (e.g. LightDC with small cell + LightDC with WiFi). 

 
However, the real set of functionalities supporting slicing will largely depend on the selected SD-RAN controller 
platform (e.g. EmPOWER

9
, CASA’s proprietary implementation or another controller proposed by the 

consortium) and practical capabilities of implementing prototype radio resource management (RRM) 
techniques (selected for demonstration within the D3.1 deliverable) inside the open-source SDRs (OAI or SRS) 
available for the integration of research results or the CASA’s small cell provided for verification and validation 
purposes.  
For instance, it is known to the consortium that the capabilities for extending the LTE SDR frameworks are 
sometimes hard to predict (e.g. carrier aggregation feature is only available with dedicated software branch of 

                                                           
7
  For more details also see: https://www.openarchives.org/  

8
  For more details also see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_requirements_specification  

9
  5G-EmPOWER is a Software-Defined Radio Access Network (SD-RAN) Platform based on open-source software and 

running on off-the-shelf hardware components and developed by FBK. More details can be found at: 
http://empower.create-net.org/    

https://www.openarchives.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_requirements_specification
http://empower.create-net.org/
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OAI, but SRS LTE does not support it
10

) as the product support is limited due to experimental nature of both 
kind of LTE radio stacks.  
 
The evaluation of the 5G ESSENCE slicing solution will be built into the demonstration scenario of UC 2 and as 
such, it aims at proving the following verifiable features: 
 

 Technical means to extend current service slice with new resources “on-the-fly” (e.g. as new fire 
engines are arriving in the theatre) – this would also target resource adaptation of the current slice 
(e.g. adding new points of presence, support of load balancing between Light DCs deployed on the 
trucks); 
 

 configurable granularity of resource isolation between slices and services (i.e., traffic pattern variations 
in one slice should have no or minimal effect on the parallel slice operations); 
 

 capability of maintaining local communications after infrastructure failure than ensure content 
coherence after reconnection (e.g., thanks to the alternative D2D communications during failure); 
 

 the possibility of showcasing performance improvement (at workload or at radio resources level) by 
utilizing results from the “Analytics” module backed by the monitoring system data - See next section  
Monitoring E2E Slices (e.g., Main Analytics module, Edge Analytics module or both) of the 5G ESSENCE 
and enhancing orchestration, resource allocation or both processes. Still particular capabilities of 
empowering cRRM with analytics will be decided during the course of D4.2 deliverable preparation; 
 

 capabilities of configuring two different slices separately (e.g. slice supporting eMBB can include WiFi 
AP, while it does not make sense to include WiFi AP into a ULLRC slice); 
 

 end-user application specific composition of slice (e.g., the orchestrator decides about the VNFs and its 
configuration based on the target application to be supported by a slice) – an enhanced feature could 
be for orchestrator to also decide on the placement of a VNF between the Main and Light DCs; 
 

 infrastructure wide orchestration functions and slice-based orchestration functions; 
 

 configurable assignment of PRBs between slices but also within a slice; 
  

 application driven, request-based slice reconfiguration; 
 

 SD-RAN controller and Orchestrator running in CESC. 
  

                                                           
10

  At the time of deliverable finalization 15.05.2018 
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3.1 Considered Overall Scenario 
 
The demonstration of the MCPTT use case cannot be based on a static scenario, since one of its objectives to be 
proven is the elastic allocation of resources attending to different levels of emergency conditions detected by 
the monitoring system. We propose a deployment topology in three main stages, as shown in Figure 5.  
 
At the beginning, in a situation under normal circumstances, the system instantiates the network slices that 
correspond to a default service agreement. Here, the first responder only needs a reduced amount of access 
capacity and communication features for its normal operations.  
Then, triggered by an emergency incident, the first responder requires increased capacity in terms of both data 
rate and edge computing resources, in order to serve a higher number of communications and/or public safety 
users. This situation may involves a deterioration of the service for legacy users, since their network slice must 
be reduced in order to appropriately allocate the higher priority MCPTT service.  
Finally, we will demonstrate how the service responds to an extreme situation of damaged infrastructure where 
a coverage extension is needed. In this situation, backhaul connectivity is lost, all the resources must be 
dedicated to the MCPTT network slice and the public safety organization may dynamically add new access 
points (APs) to the network in order to improve connectivity. 
 

 

Figure 5: Mission Critical applications for Public Safety. 

 
This use case aims at demonstrating that 5G ESSENCE provides a solution for an efficient and elastic end-to-end 
network slicing and the efficient orchestration of the radio, network and cloud resources.  
Therefore, we now describe the deployment topology of the described mission critical use case (for both 
offered services) using the 5G ESSENCE platform in the defined three main stages: 
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Stage 1:  
Under normal circumstances, the 5G ESSENCE platform owner is providing three differentiated network slices. 
Two slices correspond to a Public Safety organisation running respectively a MCPTT application and a messaging 
application, while the third slice corresponds to legacy end-users that have subscribed to the classical 
communications and Internet data offers. Each network slice is composed of an allocated data rate over a 
coverage area (which is mapped by the cSD-RAN Controller to a portion of CESC radio resources) and an 
allocated of cloud resources (which is mapped to processing power/storage capabilities in the Edge DC).  
For the service of Public Safety organisations, normal operations require a certain amount of access capacity 
and communications features (e.g., group communications capabilities) supported in the area of the CESC 
cluster. This requirement will be mapped to a number of radio KPIs in the CESCs and the deployment of Group 
Communication service instances at the edge for multimedia and mission-critical Application Servers (AS) for 
voice with enhanced responsiveness. In addition to the QoS guarantees for each tenant, the deployment owner 
has to assure the required levels of isolation in the provisioning of the network slices. 
 
 
Stage 2:  
In the case where there is an emergency in the area, the CESCM will be able to react to the new service 
requirements. For instance, the MCPTT communications provider may require additional service in order to 
cope with an increased number of first responders and/or teams.  
Based on pre-arranged or on-demand service scaling policies, the CESCM will implement new elastic resource 
allocation schemes, thus giving priority access to first responders and taking into account both radio (for the 
access connections) and cloud resources (for deploying more resource-consuming edge services).  
The deployment of edge service instances serves a two-fold objective: first, it enables close-to-zero delay in the 
mission-critical services; second, it allows maintaining the operability even when the backhaul connection is 
damaged. 
 
 
Stage 3:  
In case where ICT infrastructure is damaged during a natural disaster or a terrorist attack, then the first action 
should address the need for radio coverage extension. In this stage, a deployable system to mitigate the 
damage in the macro base stations will be used.  
In the proposed use case, the deployable system will offer 5G connectivity to the first responders in the field, 
consolidating the interoperability requirements. In order to “better orchestrate” the radio transmissions, the 
deployable system will be considered as a new CESC that can be dynamically integrated to the small cell cluster. 
In this way, the enhanced 5G ESSENCE SON and RRM features can be applied to the coverage extension unit. 
The interconnection of the deployable unit with the CESC cluster will be made through a wireless backhauling 
technology. 
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3.2 MCPTT Network Services  

3.2.1 Motivations and Use case description 

 
The objective of the MCPTT use case is to prove the feasibility of 5G ESSENCE network sharing model as 
opposed to building out dedicated legacy PS networks for mission critical applications. MCPTT is a relevant 
component of MC communications and is the first service to be standardized by 3GPP in its Release 13

11
. 

 
MCPTT is a public safety mission-critical voice communication type, aimed at the coordination of emergency 
teams that are organized in groups [EHU1]. It provides an arbitrated method by which two -or more- users may 
engage in communication. Users may request permission to transmit (e.g., traditionally by means of a press of a 
button) and the MCPTT service provides a deterministic mechanism to arbitrate between requests that are in 
contention (i.e., Floor control). When multiple requests occur, the determination of which user's request is 
accepted and which users' requests are rejected -or queued- is based upon a number of characteristics 
(including the respective priorities of the users in contention).  
Besides, the MCPTT service provides a means for a user with higher priority (e.g., MCPTT Emergency condition) 
to override (interrupt) the current talker. MCPTT Service also supports a mechanism to limit the time a user 
talks (hold the floor) thus permitting users of the same or lower priority a chance to gain the floor. As it 
appears, the management of this type of half-duplex communications is not trivial, since it requires an 
appropriate management of priorities and privileges to allow communication. 
 
The standardized MCPTT service imposes special requirements that include, among others, high availability and 
reliability, very low latency, support for one-to-one and group calls, talker identification and high audio quality 
for clear interchange of information. 5G ESSENCE’s common orchestration of radio, network and cloud 
resources is expected to significantly contribute to the fulfilment of the tight requirements of a MCPTT service, 
providing the tools to share both radio and edge computing capabilities between mission critical and 
commercial users. Attention should be drawn to the fact that this use case pursues low latency regarding 
objectives, unlike the other use cases more focused on achieving higher throughput. To check if the minimal 
requisites about latency are being fulfilled, a customized monitoring system will be deployed, to check that an 
appropriate QoS is available measuring the different latencies between devices and servers, as we can see in 
session 3.1.5, Monitoring MCPTT.  
 
The challenge consists on transparently and elastically allocating the available resources to the variety of actors 
requiring different services with different priorities in space and time. To that aim, the network slicing based on 
virtualization techniques makes it possible to modify the network behaviour by changing functions or 
reconfiguring parameters.  
In the context on 5G ESSENCE, these decisions will be made in the telemetry module, based on the monitoring 
and telemetry data collected. The isolation between different network slices is also a crucial aspect to consider, 
in order to guarantee communication security premises of mission critical services. In addition, both the 
software-defined mobile networks and the NFVI edge/core capabilities will be leveraged. 

 
In this particular use case we will demonstrate the feasibility of the deployment of a complete MCPTT service 
over the 5G ESSENCE platform, including the features that are described next: 
 

- Group calls: Instant one-to-many mobile voice communications that avoid the dial-ring-answer steps 
of a regular phone call. Typically, a group call allows only a user to speak at a time via half-duplex 
communication and provides call floor control mechanisms for managing the right to transmit at a 
point in time, during an MCPTT call. To start a group call, the caller just selects the target group, 
presses the PTT button, speaks and the voice message is delivered instantly. The MCPTT service also 
supports a mechanism to limit the time a user talks (holds the floor) in order to give other users the 
chance to gain the floor. 
 

                                                           
11

  For more details also see: http://www.3gpp.org/release-13  

http://www.3gpp.org/release-13
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- Private calls: Private Calls allow two MCPTT Users to communicate directly with each other without 
the use of MCPTT Groups (i.e., in a one-to-one manner). They leverage many of the functions and 
features of MCPTT Group Calls, such as MCPTT User identity and alias information, location 
information, encryption, privacy, priority, and administrative control. 
 

- Emergency calls: pre-emptive calls due to an emergency condition. Upon the request of and 
emergency call, on-going calls can be terminated in order to free up resources for a higher priority call 
request. 

 
 

KPI 1 MCPTT Access Time 300 ms 

KPI 2 End-to-end MCPTT Access Time 1000 ms 

KPI 3 Mouth-to-ear Latency 3000 ms 

 
Table 1: MCPTT service key performance indicators 

 
 
The demonstration of the MCPTT use case must “meet” the performance requirements of the standard. 
 
 

Table 1 summarizes the minimal KPIs that are going to be considered for this use case. One of the most 

important performance criteria is the MCPTT access time (KPI 1), which is defined as the time between an 
MCPTT user request to speak and when this user gets a signal to start speaking. This time does not include 
confirmations from receiving users and neither the time for a user to affiliate to the group. This is a common 
scenario within public safety, meaning that affiliations to MCPTT Groups are long lived during several working 
hours. 
 
The End-to-end MCPTT access time (KPI 2) is defined as the time between when an MCPTT user requests to 
speak (normally by pressing the MCPTT button on the MCPTT UE) and when this user gets a signal to start 
speaking, including MCPTT call establishment (if applicable) and possibly acknowledgement from first receiving 
user before voice can be transmitted). Group calls can be set up with or without acknowledgements from 
receiving users. A typical case for the End-to-end MCPTT Access time including acknowledgement is an MCPTT 
Private Call (with Floor control) request where the receiving user's client accepts the call automatically. 
 
The Mouth-to-ear latency (KPI 3) is the time between an utterance by the transmitting user, and the playback 
of the utterance at the receiving user's speaker. This latency must be maintained while holding floor control 
(until the user releases de MCPTT button and a maximum 30 s). 
 
Meeting these KPIs depends on a number of factors, including the selection of protocols, the backhaul 
technology and the configuration of the deployed network. The use case demonstration will show the positive 
impact of the 5G ESSENCE platform over these MCPTT KPIs. 
 

Finally, in order to completely define the use case environment, the actors involved are described next: 
 

 A legacy mobile operator (Platform owner) offering its infrastructure to classical end-users as well as 
to Public Safety virtual operators. Note here that virtual operators can rely on multiple legacy 
operators for additional guarantees.  
 

 A public safety operator that offers connectivity services with strict QoS guarantees to first 
responders. Note that in our situation we can have multiple virtual operators, each ONE offering a 
“separate” slice for a different first responder agency. 
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 First responder, that is a PS institution playing the role of end-users exploiting the connectivity offered 
by public safety operator to communicate using a Mission Critical Push-To-Talk (MCPTT) application 
through a dedicated slice.  

 

 Legacy end-users constitute classical user that have subscribed to the legacy operator communication 
and Internet data offers. They are not part of any first responder entity but exploit only the network of 
the legacy mobile operator without any intermediary. 

 
Against this background, the objectives that are going to be demonstrated in the MCPTT use case, are the 
following: 
 

- Priority access of first responders to 5G ESSENCE prototype platform. 
 

- The dimensioning and elastic resource allocation to first responders of radio, network and cloud 
resources through the CESCM module in case of emergency. 
 

- The integration of first responders’ deployable communication systems to 5G ESSENCE platform. 
 

- The hosting of MCPTT applications and virtualised EPC to Edge DC for extremely low-latency. 
 
 

3.2.2 General Architecture Overview 
 
As previously described, the MCPTT service supports communication between users affiliated to the same 
group, where each user has the ability to gain permission to talk in an arbitrated manner. The MCPTT services 
also support private calls between two users. Figure 6 shows the general architecture of the MCPTT service 
[EHU2]. The MCPTT UE usually obtains access to the MCPTT service via E-UTRAN, using the EPS architecture, 
but MCPTT UEs via non-3GPP access networks could also be used.  
 
The functional model for the MCPTT services architecture is defined as a series of planes to allow for the 
breakdown of the architectural description [EHU3]. The following planes are identified:  
 

- Application Plane: The application plane provides all the services (e.g. call control, floor control) 
required by the user along with the necessary functions to support the MCPTT service. It uses the 
services of the signalling control plane to support those requirements. 
 

- Signalling Control Plane: The signalling control plane provides the necessary signalling support to 
establish the association of users involved in an MCPTT service. The signalling control plane also offers 
access to and control of services across MCPTT services. The signalling control plane uses the services 
of the bearer plane. 

 
Focusing on the MCPTT application plane, entities within the application plane provide application control, 
media control and distribution functions, and includes the following functional blocks: 
 

- MCPTT client: This functional entity acts as the user agent for all MCPTT application transactions. The 
client reports the information of where the client is currently located. 
 

- MCPTT Server: This entity provides centralised support for MCPTT services. The MCPTT server 
functional entity is supported by the SIP AS

12
, HTTP client and HTTP server functional entities of the 

signalling control plane. The MCPTT server can support the controlling role and the participating role. 
The MCPTT server may perform the controlling role for private calls and group calls. The MCPTT server 
performing the controlling role for a private call or group call may also perform a participating role for 

                                                           
12

  Also see, inter-alia: https://www.mpirical.com/glossary/sip-as-sip-application-server  

https://www.mpirical.com/glossary/sip-as-sip-application-server
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the same private call or group call. For each private call and group call, there shall be only one MCPTT 
server assuming the controlling role, while one or more MCPTT servers in participating role may be 
involved. 
The MCPTT server performing the controlling role is responsible for call control towards all the MCPTT 
users of the group call and private call; interfacing with the group management server for group policy 
and affiliation status information of this MCPTT server’s served affiliated users; managing floor control 
entity in a group call and private call; and managing media handling entity in call i.e. conferencing, 
transcoding. 
The MCPTT server performing the participating role is responsible for call control to its MCPTT users 
for group call and private call; group affiliation support for MCPTT user, including enforcement of 
maximum N2 number of simultaneous group affiliations by a user; relaying the call control and floor 
control messages between the MCPTT client and the MCPTT server performing the controlling role; 
and media handling in call for its MCPTT users, i.e. transcoding, recording, lawful interception for both 
unicast and multicast media. 

Figure 6: MCPTT Architecture.  

- Floor participant: This functional entity is responsible for floor requests and is located in the UE. 
 

- Floor control server: It may provide arbitration between floor control requests between different 
users, grant the floor in response to successful requests, and provide queuing in cases of contention.  
 

- Media distribution function: It is responsible for the distribution of media to call participants. By 
means of information provided by the MCPTT server (e.g. IP addresses, transport layer ports), it will 
provide for the reception of uplink MCPTT UE media transmission; replicate the media as needed for 
distribution to those participants using unicast transport; distribute downlink media to MCPTT UEs by 
IP unicast transmission to those participants utilizing unicast transport; distribute downlink media to 
MCPTT UEs using multicast downlink transport of media for the call; and provide a media mixing 
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function where multiple media streams are combined into a single media stream for transmission to 
the MCPTT UE. 
 

- Media mixer: This functional entity exists on the UE and provides support for combining multiple 
media streams into one media stream through the enforcement of media policy information. 
 

- MCPTT user database: This functional entity contains information of the MCPTT user profile associated 
with an MCPTT ID that is held by the MCPTT service provider at the application plane. The MCPTT user 
profile is determined by the mission critical organization, the MCPTT service provider and, potentially, 
the MCPTT user. 

 
MCPTT architecture also includes a Common Services Core for identity management (IDMS), group 
management (GMS), key management (KMS) and configuration management (CMS) required to support the 
MCPTT voice service. 

 

Figure 7: MCPTT service virtualization (Option 1).  
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Figure 8: MCPTT service virtualization (Option 2).  

 

Figure 9: MCPTT service virtualization (Option 3).  
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Figure 10: MCPTT service virtualization (Option 4). 

 
Once the MCPTT service functional architecture is defined, then the next step is to map it onto the 5G ESSENCE 
architectures and analyze the possibilities of MCPTT service virtualization. In the first virtualization option, as 
depicted in Figure 7, all the functional blocks of the service are packed in a single VNF. This configuration 
simplifies the connection between blocks, but provides little flexibility for scaling possibilities.  
The challenge, then, is to separate the functional blocks in different VNFs or VDUs to allow an efficient 
orchestration of the service according to the potentially changeable network slice requirements. 
 
The next option, as shown in Figure 8, separates the DNS server from the MCPTT service VNF. This means that, 
from this point, any MCPTT service will need an external vDNS server. This DNS server could be hierarchically 
arranged with other DNS servers in the network. 
 
Similarly, Figure 9 shows the separation of the HSS functional block, which contains the HSS Database (DB)). 
This allows the future deployment of more than one IMS organizations all using the same HSS Database. As in 
the DNS case, this database can be synchronized with other HSS distributed in the network. 
 
Figure 10 depicts the virtualization option with a complete separation of the IMS architecture from the MCPTT 
service VNF. In this scenario, we can deploy as many vMCPTT services as needed, all of them connected to the 
same single vIMS. Likewise, we are also able to deploy new IMS domains if mission critical services sue us.  
 
In the next step, as illustrated in Figure 11, we start the split of the MCPTT service itself into two new VNFs: the 
vMCPTT Application Server (AS) and the vMC Common Services Core (CSC) Server. The modularization of the 
MCPTT service and the separation of the CSC give the possibility of reusing the Common Services Core in a 
future deployment of additional MC services, such as MC-Video. Still, it is important to notice that we have not 
separated the User Plane (UP) from the Control Plane (CP) in the MCPTT AS server yet. 
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Figure 11: MCPTT service virtualization (Option 5).  

 
Finally, Figure 12 shows the separation of User and Control Planes of the MCPTT service. The MCPTT AS Server 
manages the Floor Control for the arbitration of talk turns, but the media traffic is processed by a new VNF 
called Media Distribution.  
This new VNF is in charge of encryption, recording and media multiplexing tasks. This way, the system achieves 
a complete Control and User Plane Separation.  
 
This separation makes possible the distribution of the MCPTT service maintaining a centralised control plane 
behind the EPC in the core network, and bringing the user plane to the edge with the objective of reducing 
transmission latencies. This option is depicted in Figure 13. 
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 Figure 12: MCPTT service virtualization (Option 6).  

 

Figure 13: Distributed architecture for the MCPTT service.  
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3.2.3 Technical Specifications and Requirements 
The MCPTT use case demonstration requires the integration of the MCPTT service with the virtualization 
framework part of the CESC Manager. The MCPTT service will be defined as a Network Service (NS) composed 
by a Network Service Descriptor (NSD) plus the VNF chain that composes the service. Each VNF, for its side, is 
defined by a VNF Descriptor (VNFD) plus the virtual machine (VM) that implements the correspondent 
functionality.  
 
With the instantiation of the NS, the orchestrator must create the network slice that will accommodate the 
network service, which includes the radio slice with the necessary resources for the expected communications 
and the edge cloud slice with the allocation of the necessary resource to instantiate and run the VNF chain. 
 

 

Figure 14: MCPTT use case: technical specifications and requirements.  

 
Figure 14 shows the technical specifications and requirements of the MCPTT use case. The NS and VNF 
Descriptors are designed to “run” on an Open Source MANO (OSM

13
) NFV orchestrator that works with Juju

14
 as 

VNF Manager and OpenStack as VIM.  
 
The VNFs that compose the network service preferentially run in the Main DC, but another placement options 
can be studied, always under the premise of meeting the defined KPIs measured by the monitoring system. In 
any case, a proper operation of the MCPTT NS requires the existence of a virtual EPC (vEPC). Furthermore, in 
the case of a distributed deployment of the MCPTT service, in which just the user plane is taken to the edge 
(Figure 13), the SGW-LBO VNF becomes a major enabler to allow the redirection of user data flows inside the 
CESC Cluster without breaking the GTP tunnel. 
 
Finally, and as previously introduced, the MCPTT service needs the creation of a network slice with the 
necessary resources to meet the service KPIs indicated in the use case description in Section 3.2.1. This network 

                                                           
13

  For more details also see: https://osm.etsi.org/ 
14

  For more details also see, among others: https://osm.etsi.org/wikipub/index.php/Juju_installation_(release_0)  

https://osm.etsi.org/
https://osm.etsi.org/wikipub/index.php/Juju_installation_(release_0)
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slice must have the capability of adapting both the edge cloud and radio resource allocation to the needs of 
each of the deployment stages defined in Section 3.2.2.  
 
From the user’s point of view, especial UEs are needed (mobile phones - Android) with the MCPTT Client App 
installed. 
 

3.2.4 Monitoring MCPTT service 
In order to monitor MCPTT, first, some services have to be deployed in new cloud (VNFs) and network (slices) 
with personalized metrics to obtain based on KPIs, depending on the service running. Once metrics are being 
exposed, there are some custom metrics that have to be obtained. The standalone solution suggested by 
MCPTT declares that latency is one of the most important points to have in mind, when every second is critical.  
 
A clear communication signal is also necessary, so, the numbers of devices connected to the interface, the 
bandwidth occupied for clients and the quality and intensity of the signal are key values to detect potential 
issues. Any possible variation on the values outside a valid defined interval can have significant consequences, 
generating a QoS drop. 
 

3.2.5 Demo Architecture  
 
We propose three complementary demo architectures: 
 

- Option 1: Deploying the eNodeB and the EPC as PNFs. 
The first demo option works over a NFV platform that includes OSM orchestrator, Juju as VNF Manager 
and OpenStack as VIM, to manage a virtualized datacentre. The eNodeB

15
 and the EPC are deployed as 

PNFs. 
 

- Option 2: Deploying the eNodeB as PNF and using a virtual EPC (vEPC). 
This second option reuses the architecture from Option 1 but replaces the EPC PNF with a virtualized 
EPC. 
 

- Option 3: Deploying the service over the 5G ESSENCE platform. 
The final demo will integrate the MCPTT service into the 5G ESSENCE platform. 

  

                                                           
15

  E-UTRAN Node B, also known as Evolved Node B, (abbreviated as eNodeB or eNB) is the element in E-UTRA of LTE that is 
the evolution of the element Node B in UTRA of UMTS. It is the hardware that is connected to the mobile phone 
network that communicates directly wirelessly with mobile handsets (User Equipments-UEs), like a base transceiver 
station (BTS) in GSM networks. Traditionally, a Node B has minimum functionality, and is controlled by a Radio Network 
Controller (RNC). However, with an eNB, there is no separate controller element. This simplifies the architecture and 
allows lower response times. Also see, among others: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EnodeB  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EnodeB
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3.3 Messaging and localization Application  

3.3.1 Motivations and Use case description 

 
With the large impact of the latest advances in the IT and Internet communication tools, the Mission Critical 
domain has started to shift from an exclusively voice based communication model to a more rich and 
diversified interaction model. In fact, the success of chatting, particularly group chat applications such as 
WhatsApp

16
, Telegram

17
 and others has motivated the interest of Public Safety operators in these modern 

services. What is more, the one to many communication pattern allowed by these application, the facility in 
creating and modifying groups as well as the diversity of content these tool allow (text, and multimedia) 
constitute new features of high interest for mission critical operations. 
 
Intensively relying on software and web-based highly distributed frameworks, these new applications can be 
easily deployed on top of the 5G ESSENCE architecture. Furthermore, these frameworks can take advantage of 
the virtualization of resources and infrastructures since they are based on software components that can be 
easily deployed in containers or eventually as VNFs.  
 
In an operational situation, public safety agents need to exchange a set of well-defined information. In addition 
to the communications between deployed rescuers, an interaction with the command centre is also required. 
In this location, the exact position of all deployed agents as well as a history track of exchanged messages can 
help enhance the efficiency of the operations.  
 
Leveraging the 5G ESSENCE architecture we propose the FeedSync framework that a publish subscribe based 
content distribution tool considers. Our solution, in addition to classical chat services, ensures the set of 
features summarised as below: 
 

- BFT information: The Blue Force Tracking
18

 shares periodically the position (GPS coordinates) of 
deployed rescuers. When subscribing to this content, the control center or a group leader can follow 
live the position advertised by every participant in the mission. 
  

- Geo-located multi-part content allows sharing a content with multiple participants located in a precise 
geographic area. This communication pattern is of high interest for sharing particular orders to 
participant in a specific location. 

 
- Direct communications between terminals: When out of coverage FeedSync allows to share 

information between terminals similar to what is proposed in proximity services (ProSe) of LTE, then 
re-synchronize the whole content when in reach again of the 5G infrastructure. 
 

- Capability of share the following content: in addition to simple point-to-point (P2P) chat messaging 
FeedSync enables a diversified content exchange: 

o Blue-Force Tracking. 
o Multimedia group messaging with groups dynamically managed. 
o Individual rich content messaging including chat, images, videos and voice. 
o Voice service with recorded voice messages.  

 
- Management service with a centralized server for administration, configuration and management as 

well as the Management of authentication and authorization 
 

- Geo-content management with the configuration of areas for geo-targeting and geo-fencing. 
 

 

                                                           
16

  See: https://www.whatsapp.com/  
17

  Also see: https://telegram.org/apps  
18

  See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Force_Tracking  

https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://telegram.org/apps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Force_Tracking
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From a standardization perspective, our solution by operating as an application on top of the 5G ESSENCE 
architecture ensures compatibility with current and future standards. Moreover, being completely relying on 
software allows easy virtualization and deployment of our framework leveraging the SDN and VNF paradigms. 

 

3.3.2 General Architecture Overview: Public Safety and Slicing  

 

Figure 15: FeedSync high level software architecture 

 
Implemented in software as an application on top of the 4G/5G stack, FeedSync can be seen as a classical IP-
based application in the 5G ESSENCE architecture. Indeed, this application can be identified by its port numbers 
and have specific QoS requirements.  
In the 5G terminology, this IP traffic constitutes a specific slice that spreads from the UE to the content caching 
servers through the Edge and the Core networks.   
 
More practically, FeedSync is composed of a backend part (often referred to as the content server) at a light 
client part deployed usually on users’ equipment. As highlighted in Figure 15, our service relies on web sockets 
and REST APIs for HTTP usage in order to exchange messages and content between backend and UEs but also 
between different backends.  
 
It also offers a high degree of flexibility as different instantiations of backends can be created depending on its 
position in the 5G ESSENCE network aka in the Edge or the Light DC defined in our topology as it will be 
described later.  
  

3.3.3 Deployment Topology 
As detailed previously, the scenario we have defined stretches on the capability of the 5G architecture in 
general, and 5G ESSENCE in particular, is about to dynamically deploy additional capacity and redeploy slices 
and VNFs.  
 
Indeed, our demonstration procedure is composed of three (-3-) stages designed to highlight the main features 
of our project as well as the inherent flexibility of the FeedSync application.  
During the first stage, the nominal operation of a sliced 5G network takes place. During this phase, three (-3-) 
slices (i.e.; two MC slices and a commercial slice) are defined.  
In Stage 2, following a major event, existing slices are redeployed in order to guarantee the required QoS for 
the two MC slices.  
Finally, in step 3, additional resources are deployed and the reconfiguration of slices takes place dynamically to 
establish again the three slices (i.e., 2 slices for MC and 1 slice for commercial applications) with the agreed QoS 
guarantees. 
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3.3.4 Technical Specifications and Requirements 

FeedSync is a web-based application that relies on Internet like architectures. Consequently, it only requires IP 
interfaces to be deployed and web-based environment to operate.  
However, the virtualization environment offered in the 5G ESSENCE architecture constitutes a major “enabler” 
for easily deploying FeedSync backend (servers) and managing their configuration. 
 
As a consequence, all the requirements of MCPTT services remain relevant. More precisely, the following 
modules will be required to demonstrate FeedSync main features: 
 

 An Edge DC composed of a Main DC and a Light DC.  
 

 An EPC that allows packet-based communications.  
 

 A cSD-RAN controller that manages that enforces the slicing strategies towards the RAN access 
part. 
 

 A VNF orchestrator as well as an SDN and cloud controllers as decided in WP3 and WP4.  
 

 A telemetry module that will measure the change in the offered QoS to trigger. 

 

3.3.5 Monitoring Messaging and localization Application (ATOS) 

In this particular slice, the monitored probes have to be focused on reliability and the availability of. A missed 
message or communication loss between devices is not acceptable.  
A dynamic way to share data between servers and devices is absolutely mandatory and the way to realize about 
failures is by monitoring the signal quality and packages lost between servers and devices.  
 

3.3.6 FeedSync  Messaging and Localization Service 

In this section, we describe in detail the FeedSync focusing on the proposed software components. In fact, 
FeedSync is a web server application for content distribution; it is deployed on a classical server and interacts 
with a database system management for storing data.  
 
The entire system is packaged by the server and the database. The server provides a specified interface for 
interacting with client applications (web and mobile device applications) in different environments. FeedSync 
can be deployed on several servers in the same time and the content is distributed.  
The synchronization function is made by the data base system. An offline mode is also provided by the client 
side database. During a disconnection phase, each device can have a client database management and can 
continue to store new content within, until synchronisation is activated again when the server is back online. 
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Figure 16: FeedSync simple configuration example 

Figure 16 gives an example of FeedSync deployment. The main features of our solution will be explained 
through this figure: 
 

 On each server, FeedSync ecosystem is deployed. In this example,  two servers are deployed. They 
provide HTTP interface and web socket for communicating with clients. 
 

 Databases are also deployed on each server and have a synchronization feature, while contents are 
duplicated on each server iteratively. This allows an access to these resources, wherever client are 
connected. 
 

 The communication is provided by an API. The HTTP requests are exchanged in client/server and 
server/server communication. 
 

 Web socket protocol is also provided for notifying changes on documents. 
 

 The full ecosystem is also implemented on client side to give an offline mode. This feature gives the 
possibilities to generate content without connection to the network and stores it on the client side 
database, until a link to the infrastructure becomes available. 

 
FeedSync is developed under the very last and powerful web technologies. The server relies on Node.js

19
 

framework.  
Moreover, we have explored use different database systems. First Mongo DB

20
 has been used, but due to its 

limitations and because it is of poor tolerance to the data partitioning, Couch DB
21

 has been selected to 
overcome the proper support of partitioning.  
 
Below there is a brief description of the technologies we rely upon. 
  

                                                           
19

  Also see: https://nodejs.org/en/  
20

  Also see: https://www.mongodb.com/what-is-mongodb  
21

  Also see: http://docs.couchdb.org/en/2.0.0/intro/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

https://nodejs.org/en/
https://www.mongodb.com/what-is-mongodb
http://docs.couchdb.org/en/2.0.0/intro/
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Table 2: Brief description of essential technologies 
 
Node.js

22
 is an open source framework developed in JavaScript 

language oriented on web applications under MIT license CommonJS 
specification. Node.js integrates the HTTP server for deploy easily web 
server without any external library, like Apache

23
.  

Node.js is built on Chrome's JavaScript runtime for easily building fast, 
scalable network applications. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-
blocking I/O model that makes it lightweight and efficient, perfect for 
data-intensive real-time applications that run across distributed 
devices. 

 

 
CouchDB

24
 is a database that completely embraces the web. It enables 

storing data with JSON documents and accessing documents and query 
in indexes with your web browser, via HTTP. It offers indexing, 
combining, and transforming documents with JavaScript. CouchDB 
works well with modern web and mobile apps.  One can even serve 
web apps directly out of CouchDB. Moreover, it allows distributing 
data, or apps, efficiently using CouchDB’s incremental replication. 
CouchDB supports master-master setups with automatic conflict 
detection. CouchDB comes with a suite of features, such as on-the-fly 
document transformation and real-time change notifications, that 
makes web app development a breeze. It even comes with an easy to 
use web administration console. CouchDB is highly available and 
partition tolerant, but is also eventually consistent. Most interestingly, 
CouchDB has a fault-tolerant storage engine that puts the safety of 
your data first. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

3.3.6.1 FeedSync main  features 

3.3.6.1.1 Build for a variety of content 

FeedSync framework uses the JSON specification format
25

.  JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight 
data-interchange format. It is easy for humans to read and write. It is easy for machines to 
parse and generate. It is based on a subset of the JavaScript Programming 
Language

26
, Standard ECMA-262

27
 3

rd
 Edition.  

JSON is a text format that is completely language independent but uses conventions that 
are familiar to programmers of the C-family of languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, 
JavaScript, Perl

28
, Python

29
 and many others. These properties make JSON an ideal data-

interchange language. 
 
 
FeedSync uses the JSON format for its documents, and all contents are stored following this format. 
Consequently it becomes easy for the server to update particular fields or even the entire document.  
The designed notification manager transmits also JSON document through web sockets. 
  

                                                           
22

  For further details also see: https://nodejs.org/en/  
23

  Also see: https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/vhosts/  
24

  For further details also see: http://couchdb.apache.org/  
25

  For further details also see: https://www.json.org/  
26

  Also see: https://www.crockford.com/javascript/javascript.html  
27

  For example, see: https://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-262.htm  
28

  For further details also see: https://www.perl.org/  
29

  For further details also see: https://www.python.org/  

http://code.google.com/p/v8/
http://guide.couchdb.org/editions/1/en/consistency.html
https://nodejs.org/en/
https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/vhosts/
http://couchdb.apache.org/
https://www.json.org/
https://www.crockford.com/javascript/javascript.html
https://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-262.htm
https://www.perl.org/
https://www.python.org/
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The JSON format is adopted by many services, such as Android and iOS devices. Libraries are provided for 
developers on a wide range of technologies. The format allows easy parsing thus straightforward treatment on 
the proposed fields, as shown in Figure 17, below. 
 

{ 
       "title":"Lord of the rings" 
       "category":"fantasy" 
       "authors":"J. R. R. Tolkien" 
       "date":"29 July 1954" 
} 

Figure 17: Example of JSON document. 

3.3.6.1.2 Compatibility with modern 5G like architecture 

The FeedSync framework uses the JSON document format; it applies publish and subscribe mechanisms, it has a 
relation model for content that allows a collaborative content editing (link between content pieces). Most 
importantly, its high modularity and software approach allows its quick deployment in containers and virtual 
machines (i.e., by following the VNF concept largely adopted in 5G).  
 
The FeedSync Client Library transparently disseminates the content to servers and in some particular situation 
to other clients. 
 
The FeedSync Server provides the following management functionalities: 

 Remote administration of access rights, synchronization policies. 

 Clients can be allowed to subscribe to certain entries. 

 Clients can publish entries. 

 An API REST allows an easy communication between client and server. 
 
The API REST is accessible through the address http://serverIP_ADD:serverPORT/api/app_name, where the 
app_name corresponds to the developed application (i.e., the FeedSync in our case is to connect to the 
backend server).  
The communication is only made using JSON format document whereby an entry can by composed by the 
following item:  
 

Optional Title "title":"a title" 

Auto generate Id "_id":"an id" 

Optional A summary "summary":"a summary" 

Optional A description  "description":"a description" 

Optional A content link  "url":"a content url" 

Optional 
/require for 
geofencing 

entries 

Geo point  "geo":"lattitude:longitude:altitude" 

Optional Priority  "priority":"a priority number" 

Required in the 
url 

Application name "app_name":"a application name or id" 

Required if it is 
a child entry 

parent entry id "parent_id":"a parent id" 

Auto generated Creation Date "creationDate":"a creation date" 

Auto generated Update Date "updateDate":"an updated date" 

Auto generated Revision  "_rev":"a revision id" 

Optional .... "...":"..." 

Figure 18: JSON document items. 
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A synthetic view highlighting the architecture and interaction between client and server is illustrated in Figure 
19, below.   

 

Figure 19:  FeedSync Global architecture 

 

3.3.6.2 FeedSync Data Model 

In the application database, FeedSync provides an organized data models for storing contents. It supports all 
kind of data, photo video, GPS information etc.  
For this diversity of information, the system has to be organized and hierarchical. Two types of content are 
supported. These are: Entries and raw data. 
Entries are formatted information in a JSON document and raw data can be a file typically pictures, binary files, 
video or any other non-text document. 
 
The model can also create hierarchy between entries for example you can have entries from another entry. 
 

3.3.6.2.1 Access through RESTfull API 

The FeedSync server integrates a REST API and it provides a rich set of treatments on stored contents. This high 
level API allows the developer to create easily a connected application to FeedSync backend.  
 
Below are the major REST commands that can be exploited.  
 
POST: create data and save it.  
 
GET: get data.   
 
PUT: update information or modify one or several information in an existing document. 
 
DELETE: remove a document from the database. 
 
All of these operations use JSON document format. We now detail the main operations of FeedSync by using 
the previously described REST API.  
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Authentication 
 

 
POST 

/auth/signup Create a new user 

POST /auth/signin Post username and password, it return an 
access token 

PUT /auth/profile Update information of an user 

GET /auth/profile Get an user information 

 
'username' and 'password' fields are required. 
Notification Subscription  
 

POST /auth/profile/subscription Post entry to subcribe 

POST /auth/profile/unsubscription Post entry to unsubscribe 

 
'subscription' field is required and accept only array format [...,...,...] 
 
Data access 
 

GET /:app_name/entries get app_name entries 

POST /:app_name/entries Post entry into app_name 

DELETE /:app_name/entries Delete all entries from this app_name 

GET /:app_name/entries/:entry_id Get a specific entry from app_name 

PUT /:app_name/entries/:entry_id Update a specific entry from app_name  

DELETE /:app_name/entries/:entry_id Delete specific entry from app_name 

GET /:app_name/entries/:entry_id/entries Get entries from a specific parent entry in 
app_name 

POST /:app_name/entries/:entry_id/entries Post entry from a specific parent entry in 
app_name 

DELETE /:app_name/entries/:entry_id/entries Delete all entries from a specific parent entry 
in app_name 

POST /upload Upload a file into the server  

Figure 20: REST interface 

:app_name and entry_id parameters are required on the URL to access to those specific entries etc.  
 

3.3.6.2.2 Security and authentication 

In order to ensure a high level of security required for mission critical applications, each user is provided with 
(temporary) token that allows her/his authentication. This token is exploited as a parameter in all the client 
requests and it is used by the server to check user's rights. 
 
In addition to requesting the feed_id to access any of its entries/comments, the system checks if the user 
undergoing any operation is allowed to read/write in the concerned feed. This authorisation is provided by the 
administrator. For now, these rights are stored in a separate table in the database but can also be transformed 
into FeedSync in the Future. 
 
Note that read/write access is set for feeds and not entries nor comments. That means that the same rights 
apply to a feed and all its content. The rights are: read, write, delete, update and any combination of them. 
 
FeedSync includes a dedicated database to store content, with the objective of implementing a solution with 
high availability and tolerant to partitions (required for public safety operations). Additionally, in this type of 
applications, contents need to be distributed on several severs in order to provide a quality of service on 
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several sites. Moreover, the availability is also very crucial, meaning that at any moment the content has to be 
accessible by all participants in the rescue mission. For these reasons, the FeedSync database system relies on 
CouchDB. This system management can synchronize several DB by master-master mode, meaning that the 
servers which use FeedSync can be available for clients application and at any time. Data is synchronized by 
documents versioning, hence each client can have a version of a content. 
 
 Figure 21 highlights the tradeoffs to optimise when selecting a database system. Indeed, the objective is to 
strike a balance between Consistency of stored data between multiple clients, the availability of the stored 
information to all users and the tolerance to partitions and failures. CouchDB enables FeedSync to address the 
requirements of Mission Critical application by balancing these features often called the CAP theorem

30
 

(Consistency, Availability and Partition tolerance). 
  

 

 

Figure 21: Cap theorem diagram 

 

3.3.7 Demo Architecture  

As for the MCPTT application, the localization and messaging services will be demonstrated in a gradual 
methodology.  
 
First, the proposed messaging application will be tested with a limited set of functionalities of the 5G ESSENCE. 
Then, features developed in our project will be added gradually, until reaching a final integrated Demo in a 
public safety event organised by B-APCO partner.  
 
Indeed, in order to have comprehensive integration approach the following steps will be followed: 
 

 A first performance assessment of the FeedSync service in a generic network.   
 

 Tests of the proposed service in a simplified two-tier architecture similar to the one proposed in 5G 
ESSENCE, where the servers can be instantiated on the Main or the Light DC.  
 

                                                           
30

  For further details also see, among others: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAP_theorem  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAP_theorem
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 Adding to the previous two-tier architecture a cSD-RAN controller proposed in 5G ESSENCE will allow 
testing radio slicing by enforcing the QoS requirements of the core and the edge to the radio part. 
 

 Adding the Telemetry component proposed in 5G ESSENCE that enables detectives a performance 
degradation, hence changing the configuration. 
 

 Testing together the two proposed applications and evaluating to cope with the proposed end-to-end 
slicing and dynamic reconfiguration of the virtualised architecture. 
 

 Final evaluation in a realistic deployment with hardware similar to the one to be deployed for the final 
demo.  
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3.4 Monitoring E2E Slicing  
 
In this Use Case, monitoring data is crucial to maintain the QoS to, afterwards, analyze it by using the analytics 
module and make deployments decisions based on the location and characteristics of available network and 
system resources to reach the maximum overall performance possible.  
 
Without monitoring, the assignation of resources and slices would be inefficient, as it would be impossible to 
track the best deployment options given by the “Decision framework” after an intelligent treatment of 
monitored metric data received from Network, RAN and Infrastructure. Each Service described here has its own 
KPI and rules to determine if the QoS is being maintained and, in the moment it is not, automatic actions have 
to be taken to relocate, create, balance or scale services and slices in order to keep it, sending the actions 
orders to the orchestrator and SD-RAN controller to deploy the VNF and SDN slices following precise and 
intelligent instructions.  
 
This can be forwarded by automating the deployment of monitoring data exporters in new services and slices 
to make information available for the monitoring system. And so, to collect right after a deployment or 
modification in the network or infrastructure, informing the system about the new items to meter and changing 
the QoS indicators, if a slice or service has been modified. 
 
Other considerations have to be made concerning the monitoring system running in Light and Main DCs, such 
as the inclusion of new Light DCs in the system.  
 
Indeed, these additions have to be added to the whole monitoring framework automatically and, in case there 
is a new slice or application, the system should update the correct path to measure the new metric parameters 
based on the new infrastructure. 
 
 For instance, if a Fire Engine arrives closer to the user devices with a CESC, it has to be added to the monitoring 
system automatically along with the new created or modified slices; the traffic sent to the new nodes has to be 
measured and the KPI and QoS metric indicators have to change the targets from/to the new nodes instead of 
the old ones.   
 
In case of ad-hoc or independent applications between devices out of any Data Center control, there is not a 
possible option of monitoring data, as devices cannot execute monitoring systems; but, when connection to 
Main DC is lost and there is a CESC available, monitoring duties have to be deployed on the edge of the network 
using less capable resources in order to keep the QoS under control modifying the infrastructure and slices in 
an intelligent way. 
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4 Plan of Integration and Testing  
 

4.1 Integration approach 
System integration

31
 can be defined as the process of synthesizing individual components into a complete 

platform. At the end of the process, all aggregated subsystems should be able to interoperate to provide the 
end-to-end functionalities that are foreseen across WP6.  
System tests on a wide scale are used to verify correct end-to-end functionality for the selected use case and 
ascertain if a viable and stable deployment of the 5G ESSENCE platform has been reached. 
 
The process starts with Unit testing

32
 which involves verifying the correct function of individual components. 

Integration tests
33

 move from local, small tests to a larger scale by combining different components and testing 
their interactions. It is different from unit testing in the sense that it is less contained and broader in scope. 
Integration tests are usually more complex and might require additional tools. Discovering why an integration 
test failed can be a complicated task as the problem might lie in the configuration of the environment and the 
related interfaces, rather than in the individual components.  
Functional testing

34
 differs from integration testing in that it focuses on verifying the intended functionalities of 

the platform, against the specific requirements they are supposed to fulfill, as described in 5G ESSENCE 
Deliverable D2.1.  
Finally, qualification and validation focus not only on verifying the correct functionality, but also the 
performance of the platform, the overall satisfaction of the end-users and the fulfillment of all related 
functional and non-functional requirements.  
 
Testing is included in Section 5, while this section focuses on providing an integration plan suited for the public 
safety use case. Assembling a lean integration plan is essential for this work, as it provides an appropriate 
reference for all teams and a logical, controlled process for integration and testing.  
Fostering a team approach is an important part that requires use of appropriate information sharing tools 
among the consortium members. Testing frameworks and collaboration platforms provide a unified 
environment where all test activities can be reported, tracked and health-checked. 
 

4.2 Integration and Unit Testing 
Individual tests and the associated inputs/outputs have been designed for integration and unit (functional) 
testing of the WP6 use case.  
Each test is described by the conditions it needs to fulfil, the required inputs/outputs, its relation to specific 
requirements in D2.1 and any measurable KPIs. Specifically, each test is defined by: 
 

 A unique identifier: Tests are uniquely numbered.  
 

 A description of the test: What the test entails and what is the expected outcome. 
 

 The related components: Each test is mapped to the SHIELD components it requires. 
 

 The required Inputs: The inputs required to perform the test (such as network traffic logs, etc.) 
 

 The success criteria: A description of non-measurable criteria that define a successful test. 
 

 The related KPIs: A description of measurable criteria that define a successful test. 

                                                           
31

  CIS 8020 – Systems Integration. Georgia State University - OECD. Also see: 
http://www2.cis.gsu.edu/cis/program/syllabus/graduate/cis8020.asp  

32
  Definition of unit testing at Agile Alliance: http://guide.agilealliance.org/guide/unittest.html (Retrieved on Jan.2018) 

33
  Definition at Techopedia: https://www.techopedia.com/definition/7751/integration-testing (Retrieved on Jan.2018) 

34
  Definition at Techopedia: https://www.techopedia.com/definition/19509/functional-testing (Retrieved on Jan.2018) 

http://www2.cis.gsu.edu/cis/program/syllabus/graduate/cis8020.asp
http://guide.agilealliance.org/guide/unittest.html
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/7751/integration-testing
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/19509/functional-testing
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Test ID: MON-VNF-01 Total CPU usage by VNF 

Related components VNFs 

Description Check that the monitored data contains the total usage of CPU that a specific 
VNF is using. 

Inputs VNF monitored data. 

Success criteria The CPU usage read is correct and precise. 

Measurable KPIs The data is being collected in a specified scrape interval. 

 

Test ID: MON-VNF-02 Total RAM usage by VNF 

Related components VNFs 

Description Check that the monitored data contains the total usage of RAM that a specific 
VNF is using. 

Inputs VNF monitored data. 

Success criteria The RAM usage read is correct and precise. 

Measurable KPIs The data is being collected in a specified scrape interval. 

 

Test ID: MGMT-01 Network Management – E2E slicing 

Related components Services, Orchestrator, ML-based resource allocation 

Description Each end-user receive an isolated slice of appropriate cloud resources. 

Inputs Users configuration. 

Success criteria Multiple isolated slices are created. 

Measurable KPIs QoE/network metrics. 

 

Test ID: MGMT-02 Network Management – Elastic Resource Allocation 

Related components Services, Orchestrator, ML-based resource allocation 

Description This test involves the elastic resource allocation mechanisms. This includes 
scalability of Network Services (scale-in, scale-out) and the ML-based resource 
allocation. 

Inputs ML-based resource allocation outputs to the Orchestrator. 

Success criteria Network services are effectively scaled; VNF resources are appropriately 
assigned. 

Measurable KPIs QoE/network metrics. 

 

Test ID: MGMT-03 Radio Resource Management 

Related components SD-RAN controller 

Description This test assesses the radio resource management. The platform should be able 
to operate with one or more tenants, with assigned radio resources. 

Inputs QoS guarantees required. 

Success criteria Differentiation, Isolation between tenants. Flexibility in addition of more tenants 
as an emergency evolves in time. 

Measurable KPIs Latency , QoE metrics. 
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5 Validation scenario  
Assuming that the integration tests in Section 4.2 have been completed and the use case infrastructure is in 
place, the network services of the platform can be tested and expanded to end-to-end validation tests.  
Validation refers to the achievement of the relevant 5G and WP6-specific KPIs and assessing user satisfaction. 
These tests are designed to scale from individual components (defined in section 4.2) to fully developed 
scenarios, where functional tests cover end-to-end testing in near operational conditions. 

5.1 Validation Tests 
Validation tests focus not on basic functionality but also performance, security and all other non-functional 
tests that need to be performed to assess if the intended end-user fins the platform acceptable and adequate 
for its purpose.  
This also includes compliance with standards and regulations, as compliance can effectively hinder or enable 
the adoption of the final prototype solutions. 
 

Test ID: SERVICE-01 Localization 

Related components  Localization service, VNFs, Orchestrator 

Description The localization service utilizes the specified metrics to estimate position 
according to the deployed algorithm. 

Inputs Radio measurements as inputs to the localization algorithm. 

Success criteria Multiple users are located by the service. 

Measurable KPIs Time-to-fix, localization accuracy, normalized localization accuracy, jitter. 

 

Test ID: SERVICE-02 Messaging  

Related components  Messaging service, VNFs, Orchestrator 

Description The messaging service uses a well-defined metric to decide whether content as 
timely delivered. These delays depend on type of exchanged DATA. 

Inputs Radio measurements as inputs to the messaging applications. 

Success criteria Multiple types of contents exchanges timely. 

Measurable KPIs Delivery delay, content coherence. 

 

Test ID: SERVICE-03 Service Lifecycle Management 

Related components Service, Orchestrator 

Description Manage the lifecycle of the services, creating the services when necessary and 
deleting them when the service is not necessary anymore. 

Inputs Decision change over service usability. 

Success criteria The service is created or deleted based on a decision. 

Measurable KPIs Time to deploy and delete a service. 

 

Test ID: FUNCT-01 MCPTT service in Stage 1: default service agreement  

Related components All 

Description There is no emergency situation detected. The network slice for MCPTT only 
needs to serve a reduced number of UEs. Coexistence with commercial UEs in 
additional slice(s). 

Inputs Low number of UEs. 

Success criteria Group call accomplished, private call accomplished. 

Measurable KPIs Access time, mouth-to-ear latency, availability. 
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Test ID: FUNCT-02 MCPTT service in Stage 2: emergency incident, capacity extension 

Related components All 

Description An emergency situation is detected. The network slice for MCPTT must serve a 
higher number of UEs. Commercial slices reduce their capacity if needed. A 
prioritized call must always be served. 

Inputs High number of UEs. 

Success criteria One or several group calls accomplished, one or several private calls 
accomplished, emergency call accomplished. 

Measurable KPIs Access time, mouth-to-ear latency, availability, call prioritization. 

 

Test ID: FUNCT-03 MCPTT service in Stage 3: damaged infrastructure, coverage extension 

Related components All 

Description ICT infrastructure is damaged and a deployable system is added to offer 
connectivity to the first responders. The deployable system is integrated in the 
CESC cluster. 

Inputs High number of UEs, arrival of deployable system. 

Success criteria One or several local group calls accomplished, one or several local private calls 
accomplished, local emergency call accomplished. 

Measurable KPIs Access time, mouth-to-ear latency, availability, service continuity. 

 

Test ID: COMP-01 GDPR & ePrivacy Compliance of VNFs 

Related components VNFs 

Description VNF devices should illustrate GDPR compliance. A set of privacy specifications 
must be provided by the developer and easily discoverable by the user. VNFs 
must illustrate compliance with the ePrivacy Directive (and upcoming 
Regulation). 

Inputs Network traffic. 

Success criteria Viewable Data Protection information by the user, implemented data 
safeguards, privacy impact assessment per VNF. 

Measurable KPIs Time to discover Data Protection information in a cognitive walkthrough. 

 

Test ID: COMP-02 Data safeguards 

Related components VNFs 

Description If the VNF retains personal data, appropriate safeguards must be in place to 
anonymise/pseudonymize and/or encrypt data.  

Inputs Network traffic. 

Success criteria Implemented data safeguards, privacy impact assessment per VNF. 

Measurable KPIs - 

 

Test ID: COMP-03 Availability 

Related components All 

Description Network resource allocation & VNF resource allocation must be optimal to 
ensure that end-user services are always available. Durability tests for multiple 
services running concurrently for periods up to (at least) 48h should be 
performed. 

Inputs Network traffic. 
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Success criteria All deployed services are available without problems in performance, 
uninterrupted for a period of at least 48h.  

Measurable KPIs Network latency with all services running concurrently.  

 

Test ID: SLCM Service Lifecycle Management 

Related req.ID  Related components Service 

Description Manage the lifecycle of the services, creating the services when necessary and 
deleting them when the service is not necessary anymore. 

Inputs Decision change over service usability. 

Success criteria The service is created or deleted based on a decision. 

Measurable KPIs Time to deploy and delete a service. 

 

Test ID: MON_VNF_1 Total CPU usage by VNF 

Related req.ID  Related components VNF 

Description Check that the monitored data contains the total usage of CPU that a specific 
VNF is using. 

Inputs VNF monitored data. 

Success criteria The CPU usage read is correct and precise. 

Measurable KPIs The data is being collected in a specified scrape interval. 

 

Test ID: MON_VNF_2 Total RAM usage by VNF 

Related req.ID  Related components VNF 

Description Check that the monitored data contains the total usage of RAM that a specific 
VNF is using. 

Inputs VNF monitored data. 

Success criteria The RAM usage read is correct and precise. 

Measurable KPIs The data is being collected in a specified scrape interval. 
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5.2 Requirements to be fulfilled 
 
Table 3 summarises the requirements that need to be fulfilled for this specific use case and traces them to the 
components that need to be integrated and tested. It provides a link between the WP2 requirements and the 
integration and validation process (described in Sections 4 & 5).  
 

Table 3: Requirements to be fulfilled 
 

Type Requirements Tests 

Network and 
Service 

E2E Slicing MGMT-01, 
MGMT-02 Elastic Resource Allocation 

Operability of the service in emergency conditions 

Service QoE 

Messaging 
and 
localisation 
Services 

Reliability and resilience SERVICE—01, 
SERVICE – 02 ,  

MCPTT 
Service  

Latency and jitter FUNCT—01, 
FUNCT-02, 
FUNCT-03, 
FUNCT-04 

System response time 

Radio 
Resource 
Management 

Radio Resource Allocation MGMT-03 

Differentiation 

Multitenancy 

Low latency 

Flexibility 

Security, 
Performance, 
Compliance 

System should be able to allocate critical resources to its Public Safety 
tenants to ensure availability in times of distress. 

COMP-01, 
COMP-02, 
COMP-03 

Non-operational infrastructure should not impact the availability of the 
system’s services. 

Non-operational infrastructure should not impact the confidentiality of the 
system’s services and data. 

Preserve data availability between handover of services. 

Preserve data confidentiality between handover of services. 

Preserve data integrity between handover of services. 

System must ensure the integrity of the End Users information. 

Communication between the Public Safety organizations must utilize secure 
channels. 

The processing and storage of End-User data must comply with the 
regulations of each End-User's country jurisdiction. 
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6 Plan of the Final Demonstration 

6.1 Background 
 
According to the original project proposal, the final demonstration for the public safety use case implicating the 
two proposed services should have taken place at the B-APCO Conference in March 2019. As the project started 
in June 2017, this presented a problem with timing: for the demonstration to go ahead as planned would have 
required the use-case to be in all respects ready nine months prior to the end of the project. This was not felt to 
be feasible and, therefore, the final demonstration of this use-case will now take place at the B-APCO event in 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne in early November 2019 (exact dates TBC).  
 
The venue will be the Newcastle United Football Club premises at St. James’s Park. This is an event which, like 
the main conference, is held annually and has been held at the Newcastle venue since 2014: Relationships with 
the organisers and other key players are both well established and strong. The 2017 event attracted an 
audience of some 400 people. Further information on the event and venue can be found here: 
https://www.bapco.org.uk/events/british-apco-satellite-series-newcastle/.  
 
 

6.2 Demonstration Plan 
 
In order to demonstrate the success of the 5G ESSENCE project to answer public safety workers’ needs for 
flexibility, it is proposed to show, in the context of a realistic operational end-user scenario, the establishment 
of a 5G ESSENCE platform and the prioritized access to that platform by actors representing first-responders.  
To do so a three-steps’ process has been established and detailed earlier in this deliverable, whereby the 5G 
ESSENCE architecture is able to adapt to capacity outage and reconfigure to cope with additional small cells 
deployment.  
 
Similarly, in the proposed demonstration in Newcastle, the objective will be to leverage the 5G ESSENCE 
architecture capability to dynamically reconfigure and adapt the slices to offer the QoS requirements.  
In this context, disconnecting then reconnecting (potentially another) small cell and highlight the capability not 
only of the infrastructure but also the proposed MCPTT and messaging services to adapt to the changing 
network conditions. 
 
Also demonstrated will be the ability of the system to host representative applications appropriate to mission 
critical operations. In other words, a lightweight control centre will be brought by THALES with the objective to 
showcase a realistic first responders’ deployment.  
 
For this final demonstration, we plan to use the following hardware devices in the Newcastle event: 

 

 Two classical servers (NUCs
35

) that will serve as the main DC and the light DC.  
 

 A switch able to manage the created slices. 
 

 The eNodeB and small cells. The device brands to be decided based on the progress of the project and 
the availability of the required devices. The choice will be between configurable SDRs and already 
commercialized products. 
 

 UEs running android operating system that will implement the proposed services. 
 

                                                           
35

  A NUC, short for “Next Unit of Computing”, is a small box-shaped computer that often will not measure more than a few 
inches across or deep, containing an entire system crammed into its miniscule chassis. 

https://www.bapco.org.uk/events/british-apco-satellite-series-newcastle/
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On the software side, our demo will implement a cSD-RAN controller, a telemetry module an EPC, virtualization 
tools, and other building blocks required to showcase the two mission critical applications.  
Note that this list of hardware and software components is not exhaustive and may evolve with the progress of 
the 5G ESSENCE project and the architecture updates. 
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7 Conclusion  
 
In the planned 5G ESSENCE approach, the Small Cell concept is evolved as not only to provide multi-operator 
radio access, but also to achieve an increase in the capacity and the performance of current RAN infrastructures 
and to extend the range of the provided services, while maintaining its agility.  
To achieve these ambitious goals, 5G ESSENCE leverages the paradigms of RAN scheduling and additionally 
provides an enhanced, edge-based, virtualized execution environment attached to the small cell, taking 
advantage and reinforcing the concepts of MEC and network slicing. 
 
The architecture provided so far by the SESAME project acts as a solid reference point for 5G ESSENCE project. 
It combines the current 3GPP framework for network management in RAN sharing scenarios and the ETSI NFV 
framework for managing virtualized network functions. The CESC offers virtualized computing, storage and 
radio resources and the CESC cluster is considered as a cloud from the upper layers. This cloud can also be 
“sliced” to enable multi-tenancy. The execution platform is used to support VNFs that implement the different 
features of the Small Cells as well as to support for the mobile edge applications of the end-users. 
 
Demonstrating the major breakthroughs in the project will be conducted over three selected use cases. In this 
document, we have concentrated our efforts on establishing a roadmap for demonstrating the public safety use 
case exploiting the 5G ESSENCE architecture. What is particular in this scenario is the strong synergy required 
between the 5G infrastructure and the specific applications and services deployed for public safety network 
users. For this reason, we have described here the mission critical push-to-talk and a messaging and localization 
application that cover voice and data exchange, two essential pillars of communications for first responders. 
Furthermore, we have highlighted the planned integration of these two applications in a unified 5G ESSENCE 
architecture. 
 
Through a comprehensive validation plan and a gradual methodology, we have set the steps for developing, 
integrating and demonstrating this synergy between mission critical services and 5G ESSENCE architecture.  
We have also shed some lights on our final demonstration plan that will take place in a dedicated public safety 
event in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in November 2019. Clearly, the demonstration plans given in this document are 
based on the vision we have as per today (M12) and can probably evolve with the project progress and 
technologies evolution. 
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